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Chairman’s Corner – Mark Chomyn
Hope you all made it past April 1 without getting beset upon by those who love to pull April Fools stunts.
Some are amusing but some can really irritate, especially when you fall too hard for the prank. Per the
website “This Day in History”, some historians speculate that April Fools’ Day dates back to 1582 when
France switched from the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar, as called for by the Council of Trent in
1563. People who were slow to get the news or failed to recognize that the start of the new year had moved
to January 1 and continued to celebrate it during the last week of March through April 1 became the butt of
jokes and hoaxes. Okay, I guess that makes sense?
We had a bit of a rough go in March with our monthly contest getting cancelled due to bad weather (high
winds) but we’ll get back on track with our Sunday, April 24 outdoor contest from 8AM to Noon. We’ll be
flying the annual P-30 Memorial Event and a special Raven “One Design” contest. Hopefully you were able
to obtain a Raven kit through our club or another channel. I checked the Pitsco Innovative Education site and
unfortunately the Raven is out of stock at this time, but you can contact them and get an update. Good luck to
all those that have their Raven and will compete. (Mike Pkyelny has Raven kits available. – Editor)
Talk about perfect timing with our April P-30 event, the April addition of Model Aviation had a wonderful
article titled “Small and Simple”. The article, written by Don DeLoach, described the development of the P30 class plane and flying event mentioning the efforts of both Harry Steinmetz and John Oldenkamp, starting
in 1974, to develop this new event. The real kick was seeing the picture of Harry at the head of the article
smiling and holding the trophies and ribbons he won with his P-30 prototype the “Pip”. In the article it
mentions that Harry found some “serious” flyers scoffing because they found that P-30 flyers “weren’t
working hard enough to have their fun”. As we know today, the observation by those “experts” was way off
base, as P-30 has become a very popular event across all skill levels of flyers. The article also includes a
great list of free flight suppliers for those wanting to get in on P-30.
As I’m writing this the SCAMPS/SCIFS Texaco and the
San Valeers Annual contests both April 8-10 at Lost Hills
are in the record books. For those of you who attended,
hope you had some good flights and enjoyed the company
of our fellow free flyers. If you missed those events worry
not, the San Diego Scale Staffel will be hosting a two-day
at Perris on May 14 & 15. For a full listing of all events go
to the Orbiteers website and see the March El Torbellino.
Those who read this column in the March El Torbellino
may recall I discussed the construction status of my 1932
Gordon Light Wakefield and added a picture of the
fuselage framing. At the time of writing, I anticipated
having it ready for the March outdoor contest. Well even
with the rescheduling to March 27 I didn’t come close to
getting it ready. But I decided to include a progress photo of where I now stand. The plane is now covered
and some finishing items (noseblock, prop, DT, motor) still remain. Hardest part will be setting the

Chairman’s Corner – (Continued from page one)
rudder/stabilizer as the plan shows the stab with the trailing edge raised about 3/32 of an inch resulting in a
very small area of contact for gluing the rudder. It will probably be necessary to set the stab with DT
installed and engaged and then glue the rudder so it isn’t angled toward the front of the plane. Designed in
1931/32, the plane was not equipped with a dethermalizer which probably made the rudder/stab assembly a
little easier back then. What I did notice is that unlike my last build, the Scientific Yellow Bird (whose wing
looked too small for its fuselage), the wing on the Gordon Light Wakefield looks way too large for its
fuselage. The plan showed a 2-inch dihedral at both wing tips which seemed adequate, but with the wing
covered and set on the plan it looks like it could use a little more dihedral to look right to my eyes. I’m pretty
sure that I’ll be able to get it out for test flights in Perris on April 24. Should be interesting to relive free
flight as it was in 1932.
Hope you all have a Happy Easter and that you and yours stay safe and healthy. Regarding health and with
the weather getting warmer, it’s a good time to get serious about taking a daily walk. Not only good for your
health but improving your cardio makes those flight retrievals a bit easier.
Thermals, that’s all for now.
Mark
“Down here we had some good, if cold, flying days recently, now we are back to wet and windy.
Before the cold spell we had a lot of rain and extensive flooding around us. I am always pleased when
February is over. I know March can be bad, but at least it cannot last for long……can it?”
Dave Rye from “The Clarion, The Journal of SAM 1066” England, March 2003
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Balsa Wood Props
By Mike Jester
Rubber powered models with free-wheeling props can use either a commercial injection
molded plastic prop, or a balsa wood prop. Plastic props have the advantage of being durable and
ready-to-use, but they are heavy. Also, their pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratio is too low for optimum
performance. Re-pitching of a plastic prop is a real challenge. I like Wally Farrell’s technique of
cutting an 8-inch plastic prop down to 7-inches to arrive at a higher P/D. Plastic props also don’t
look nice on an Old Timer Rubber (OTR) model. In addition, the largest commercial plastic
prop I am aware of has a diameter of 12-inches. Many OTR models fly with much larger props.
Except in rare cases, finished balsa wood props are not commercially available so you
have to make your own. There are basically three methods for making a balsa wood prop for an
outdoor free flight model. First, you can carve one from a prop blank you make yourself or
purchase from Volare Products. I have done this many times and enjoy the process. A carved
balsa wood prop can be greatly strengthened by adding 1/64-inch plywood splines that span the
hub, as taught to me by George Bredehoft. Second, you can use the laminated fan method. I
have done this a number of times and it is probably easier for a beginner than sawing a prop
blank, carving it, and sanding it to the final shape. Third, you can cut four identical blades from
sheet balsa wood, heat them in water, form them on a helical blade form, glue them together in
pairs after they dry to form each blade, and connect them with a spar such as a dowel or a
bamboo skewer. Alternatively, the spar can be a hard, rectangular piece of balsa wood or spruce
wood into which you plug and twist dowels glued to the blades. You can also form the blades at
a 17-degree angle, for example, around a cylinder of appropriate diameter, e.g., 5-inches. The
blades do not have to have a perfect helical shape. You’ll need a pitch gauge to set the pitch, but
you can build a rudimentary pitch gauge. I have made laminated balsa wood props a number of
times. If you set up the laminated blades so that the overlapping layers of the blades have grains
that crisscross, you can get really thin and strong blades using this technique. I am puzzled why
this approach to building balsa wood props has not gained wider popularity.

Setting the Pitch of a Blade of a Laminated Balsa Wood Prop on a Pitch Gauge

Unless your prop folds, balsa wood props require some sort of clutch mechanism to
ensure free-wheeling during the glide. I find the Garami clutch to be the easiest to make and use.
I have not had much luck with the Nason clutch. Tom Hallman files or grinds a spiral ramp into a
Brass cylinder which surrounds the prop shaft and is engaged by a drive dog. Volare sells a
Superior brand freewheel clutch which is good for large OTR props. Volare also sells the
Boehm free wheel clutch which is very similar to the Nason clutch and is good for smaller
models with .031-inch and .047-inch diameter prop shafts. I have made a modification of the
Buddenbohm clutch that uses a sheet metal stop that is engaged by the drive dog. It has worked
well on my Korda C tractor which uses a 17-inch carved free wheeler prop driven by a very
potent 16 x 1/8-inch rubber motor.

Modified Buddenbohm Clutch in Drive Mode on a Laminated Gollywock Prop

There are hybrid props that are made from blades cut from plastic food containers glued
to solid wood or tubular Aluminum spars. They are primarily for indoor use as the blades tend to
flare at high torque, which is not desirable for maximum outdoor performance. Modern coupe
(F1G) models and Wakefield (F1B) models utilize folding carbon fiber blades mounted to a
precision Montreal stop. As a practical matter, these high-tech prop assemblies can only be
manufactured by highly skilled technicians using specialized tooling.

Contest Announcement
April 24 One Design Event
In memory of John Oldenkamp
Airplane is the “Raven”
Fly as designed, no modifications. You can use your own rubber.
See or Call Mike Pykelny, for Raven Kits that are still available, $10.00
(858) 748-6235 MPykelny@dslextreme.com

First flyoff 9:00 AM
FAC style Mass Launch elimination.
$20.00/$15.00/$10.00 prizes
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San Valeers Annual & SCAMPS Annual at Lost Hills, CA
By - Don Bartick
Arline and I went to the San Valeers Annual contest last weekend. Actually, the contest was held
for 3 days, starting Friday, April 8th. The SCAMPS also cojoined with their annual. They focus on
Old Time and Texaco events. This has been typical for years. I only entered San Valeers events,
so I can’t say much for the SCAMPS competition.
The contest was well attended. Aside from contesting AMA & NFFS events, they held an America’s
Cup FAI contest. What is of interest is the format for the contest. The San Valeers’s President-Guy
Menanno decided, because of potential inclement winds throughout the weekend, that they would
allow the contestants to fly any event on any day. Furthermore, if you were clean; i.e., all maxes
you could continue the following days that were available. On top of that, it was decided to fly CAT
III; 2 minute maxes
.
The weather for all 3 days was sunny, low 90’s Friday and mid 80’s Saturday and Sunday. Winds
were 3-5mph until about 11am. After that it was 8-15mph. When a thermal went through, the eye
of the thermal gave you about 10-15 seconds to react to get a flight off. Even with 2-minute maxes,
your plane went a long way. CAT III did allow for more events to be flown. It was a good idea. The
FAI folks didn’t have it easy at all. There were several delays on Saturday before the events were
rescheduled to Sunday. Sunday was very flyable most of the morning. Around 1:30, the wind
conditions were basically unflyable and the contest was closed early.
Awards were certificates and money for the FAI events. Certificates and merchandize were
provided the AMA and NFFS finalist. As for me, I flew 3 events and was awarded 1st in P-30 (6
entries), 1st in 1/2A Gas (5 entries) & 2nd in E-36 (6 entries). A good contest for me.
Arline was out in the field doing what she does best by taking photos. They will be published in the
NFFS Digest. Maybe some in this edition of the ET.
Don Bartick, Past President
San Diego Orbiteers
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Big Planes in Passing

Henry and Matt Kruse 

San Diego Orbiteers
Flying Schedule 2022
Taibi Field Perris, Ca
Primary Date Rain Date

Event

CD

January 23
February 20

P-30/Glider/Power
Coupe/Glider/Power

John M
Don

March 27

OT/NOS
Rubber/Glider/Power

MJ

April 10

April 24

P-30/One design Event
Glider/Power
Oldenkamp Memorial

May 22
June 12

May 30
June 26

Coupe/Glider/Power
OT/NOS Rubber/Glider/Power

July
August

OFF
OFF

Perris Fun Flys
Perris Fun Flys

January 30
February 27

(Cancelled due to weather)

March 20
(Schedule Conflict)

September

Mark

(Dates to be announced)

Free Flight Champions
Lost Hills, Ca

September 25 (no date)
October 1
October 23

P30/Glider/Power
Coupe/Glider/Power

November 12,13

Dual Club, Lost Hill, Ca.

November 20 November 27
December 18 (no date)

OT/NOS Rubber/Glider/Power

MP 12/21

Make-up
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
April 24 -

-
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San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Events: P-30 / Raven One Design Event
Glider / Power
Oldenkamp Memorial

